
Dukhunter6.111 Final Projet ProposalTaylor Barton and Andrew LisyNovember 4, 2005AbstratDuk Hunt is a lassi �rst-person shooter game for the Nintendo Entertainment System, in whihthe player uses a speial light gun to \shoot" images of either one or two duks or lay pigeons, dependingon the game mode. Our Dukhunter projet will fous on the third mode of this game: lay shooting.In this mode, two lay pigeons are launhed from the bottom of the sreen into the distane, and theplayer is given three shots to hit them both before they are too far away.In order to beat this game, we will build a servomehanism that will automatially trak and shootdown the lay pigeons. The labkit's FPGA will be programmed to \look" at the video output of theNintendo System by reeiving its video outputs, �nd the moving targets, and alulate the angle at whihto aim the light gun. It will output the appropriate signals to two servomehanisms that will ontrolup-down and left-right aiming, and �re the light gun. One this basi funtion has been implemented,we will demonstrate the speed of the FPGA by playing our Dukhunter against either an overlokedNintendo System or an emulater running the game at a high speed.



1 DesriptionOur projet, Dukhunter, is an FSM-ontrolled robot that will play the game Duk Hunt, made popularon the Nintendo Entertainment System in the early 1990s. The game itself has three modes: single duk,double duk, and lay pigeon (skeet shooting). Our projet will fous on the third mode and implement asystem to trak, predit, aim and �re the gun assembly.The projet itself is omposed of three major omponents: the video traking system, the servo ontrolsystem and the alibration system. These modules will interfae with eah other via a entral FSM whihwill proess the inputs and outputs based on the urrent state.The �rst system, video traking, will be responsible for determining the oordinates (x1; y1) and (x2; y2)of the two moving lay pigeons. To aomplish the traking, the system will look at the initial veloity vetorh�!x0;�!y0i and initial interept, x0, from whih the dis is shot. It will then apply formulas determined bytesting the Nintendo physis engine to alulate a position equation based on the interept, x, initial upwardveloity �!y and initial horizontal veloity �!x . From these formulas, it will determine the preditors for eahof the diss.The servo ontrol system will handle the translation of an (x; y) oordinate into the appropriate aiming ofthe gun. Sine a module is provided to send the atual position to the servos, this module will be onernedprimarily with translating a oordinate into the appropriate positions for the servos ontrolling the horizontal�h and vertial �v angles of the aiming assembly. It will be implemented using onstant values obtained forthe overall motor aiming system plus a alibration omponent � determined at the beginning of eah runtimeby the alibration system.Finally, the alibration system enables the gun assembly to be moved, stored, then reattahed to thesystem without lengthy manual realibration. Sine the assembly will not be in the same position from runto run, it is neessarily to determine and ompensate for di�erenes in the positioning over di�erent trials.Upon repositioning the gun, the alibration system will run to determine the alibration omponents for theurrent trial. The routine will be implemented using the aiming and timing subsystems desribed in thenext setion.2 Implementation and TestingThe blok diagrams for the implementation are given in Figure 1. Figure 1(a) shows how the overall systemwill be put together. The input to this system is generated by the Nintendo System. Ordinarily, theNintendo's video output is fed into the TV, whih displays the Duk Hunt game. Additionally, the video isused as the input to a VCR, whih onverts it to a RCA video signal that the labkit an use. Dukhunter'sother input is a signal from the light gun whih is used for alibration and aiming. Its outputs are aiming andshooting signals to the light gun, as well as a video output signal that an be used instead of the Nintendo'svideo output for alibration and testing.A detailed diagram of the Dukhunter system is shown in Figure 1(b). It is omposed of a olletion ofmodules, whih are explained individually below. Methods to test eah blok are also disussed below.2.1 Video ProessingThe video proessing blok takes the RCA input from the VCR as its input. It subtrats the bakgroundimage from the video input, leaving only the white targets on a blak bakground. This subtration isstraightforward beause the bakground for Duk Hunt's skeet mode is onstant, so this image only needsto be found and stored one.This module is simple to test, as its video output an be fed diretly to a monitor, and the imagesompared with the TV images from the Nintendo System.
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whiteblak (b) Dukhunter Blok DiagramFigure 1: Blok Diagrams for Dukhunter2.2 PreditorsThe two preditors take in the video output of the video proessing blok and use it to loate and trak oneof the two targets on sreen. Using physis (as de�ned by the Nintendo System), they solve the equation ofmotion of the targets. The output of eah preditor is the oordinate where one of the targets will be aftera ertain onstant aiming delay. This delay will be determined during testing.The preditors an be tested by generating a known image with a known trajetory and heking thatthe output oordinates �t the equation of motion. An example input would be from a module similar to thePong game implemented in Lab 4, with a white puk on a blak bakground that moves parabolially ratherthan in a straight line.2.3 Finite State Mahine (FSM)The �nite state mahine's basi funtion is to take the target oordinate inputs, �gure out whih oordinateto shoot at, and ativate the light gun trigger. It also interfaes with the alibration system through itsalibration enable output, whih is ativated by the swith input on the labkit. The �nite state mahineadditionally takes in position and trigger signals from the alibrator module. If the �nite state mahine is inthe alibration state, then these inputs are routed diretly to the target oordinate and shoot outputs of the�nite state mahine. That is, when in the alibration state the �nite state mahine ignores the video input2



from the Nintendo system, reating instead to the video signals provided by the alibration video module.2.4 Coordinate ConversionThe oordinate onversion module uses simple math to onvert from the (x; y) oordinates from the �nitestate mahine into angle oordinates for the motors. The exat details of this omputation will be set byparameters that depend on the distane of the gun from the TV. Additionally, the oordinate onversionmodule takes horizontal and vertial o�set signals, whih are outputs of the alibrator module. These o�setsare used to �ne-tune the aiming of the light gun.The oordinate onversion module is straightforward to test; simply give it known inputs and hek thatthe outputs orrespond as expeted.2.5 Servo DriverThe driver for the servomehanism takes in two 8-bit position signals and drives the motors with pulses sothey reah the right position. Its output goes diretly to the two RC motors. The driver an be testedsimply by giving it a position input and wathing the motors move.2.6 Calibration ModulesThere are two ommon methods used by Ninendo and similar Systems to determine whether the light gunshot hits the target.1 The omputer �rst blanks the sreen when the trigger is pulled. For the �rst method,it then olors the target objet loation white, keeping the rest of the sreen blak. If the photosensor sensesthe white area, then the shot was on target. In the seond approah, the entire sreen is made white afterthe blanking. Beause of the time it takes to hange eah pixel, the position of the shot an be determinedby the delay between the start of oloring the sreen white and the time at whih the photosensor senseswhite.The exat use for the following modules depends on whih of these two methods the Duk Hunt gameuses. If it uses the latter, the alibrator will be useful not only for a alibration yle prior to game play,but also for ontinuous re-alibration after eah shot.2.6.1 CalibratorThe alibrater module serves two funtions. First, it is ative during the initial alibration mode, whihruns prior to playing the game to make sure the aiming is aligned. If the alibration enable input is high,the alibrator aims the gun at a partiular point using the target oords output, and �res it using  shoot.Through the timing module, it then gets the input shot position orresponding to where the shot hit. If theintended and atual oordinates are di�erent, this module takes the di�erene for horizontal and vertialoordinates and gives this output to the oordinate onversion. This proess is repeated until the o�setis set suh that the intended oordinates and atual oordinates are the same. One the system has beenalibrated, the alibrator module output goes high.The seond funtion of this alibrator module is to serve as a ontinuous alibrator throughout game play.This funtion will only be possible if the Duk Hunt game uses the all-white targeting method desribedabove. One the Nintendo System and game have been aquired, it will be lear whether this funtion is apossibility.Sine this module is by de�nition a test module, it is very easy to test. The shot position input an begenerated independently of the timing module working.1http://entertainment.howstu�works.om/question273.htm
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2.6.2 Calibration VideoThe alibration video module produes a sample video output to test and alibrate the aiming system. Itinputs are  en, the enable input; and  shot, an input indiating that the alibrator module has pulled thelight gun's trigger. When both of these inputs are high, this module �rst blanks the sreen and brings itsblak output high, and then olors the sreen white while simultaneously bringing its white output high.these signals are used by the timing module to dedue the position of the shot.2.6.3 Timing BlokUpon reeiving a high blak input, the timing module stores the output of the photosensor on the light gun,sine this value orresponds to the value of sensing blak. When its white input is high, the module ountsthe number of lok yles between white going high and the photosensor deteting white. The timing blokdetermines when the sensor sees white by omparing its output with the stored value for a blak sreen.By omparing this time with the horizontal and vertial retrae signals (not shown on the blok diagram toredue lutter) it an determine the position shot. This shot position is the output of the module.The timing blok module an be tested by pointing the gun at known positions { the four orners andthe enter, for example { and heking that its output is the orret oordinates.3 Work DivisionTaylor Barton will design and implement the alibration system and the servo system. From the blokdiagram, she will build and test the timing, alibrator, alibrator video, oordinate onversion and servodriver subsystems.Andrew Lisy will design and implement the video traking system and the FSM. From the blok diagram,he will build and test the video proessing, preditor 1, preditor 2 and FSM subsystems.
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